Choose Civility Booklist:
A selection of materials available at CCPL

For Adults (nonfiction)
Brown, Kelly Williams. *Gracious: A Practical Primer on Charm, Tact and Unsinkable Strength.*
Bstan-'dzin-rgya-mtsho, Dalai Lama XIV. *An Appeal to the World: the Way to Peace in a Time of Division.*
Donovan, Jill. *The Kindness Effect.*
*Emily Post’s Etiquette: Manners for Today.*
Forni, P.M. *Choosing Civility: The Twenty-five Rules of Considerate Conduct.*
Forni, P.M. *The Civility Solution: What to do When People are Rude.*
Hacala, Sara. *Saving Civility: 52 Ways to Tame Rude, Crude, & Attitude for a Polite Planet.*
Kalmus, Peter. *Being the Change: Live Well and Spark a Climate Revolution.*
Nichols, Michael P. *The Lost Art of Listening: How Learning to Listen Can Improve Relationships.*
Oliver, Joan Duncan. *The Meaning of Nice: How Compassion and Civility can Change your Life (and the World).*
Quinn, Zoe. *Crash Override: How Gamergate (nearly) Destroyed my Life, and How We Can Win the Fight Against Online Hate.*
Velasquez, Lizzie. *Dare to be Kind: How Extraordinary Compassion can Transform Our World.*

For Children (fiction)
Ahn, Flora. *Two’s a Crowd.*
Asher, Diana Harmon. *Side-tracked.*
Benedis-Grab, Daphne. *Army Brats.*
Bernstein, Ariel. *I Have a Balloon.*
Blabey, Aaron. *Pig the Winner.*
Blackwood, Sage. *Miss Ellicott’s School for the Magically Minded.*
Clary, Julian. *The Bolds to the Rescue.*
Cole, Henry. *Eddie the Bully.*
Diesen, Deborah. *The Pout-Pout Fish and the Bully-Bully Shark.*
Gurevich, Margaret. *All or Nothing.*
Idle, Molly Schaar. *Flora and the Penguin.*
Kaufman, Suzanne. *Confiscated!*
King, Zach. *Zack King: My Magical Life.*
Krulik, Nancy E. *Grilled Cheese and Dragons.*
Polacco, Patricia. *Tucky Jo and Little Heart.*
Sauer, Tammi. *Ginny Louise and the School Field Day.*
Sheinmel, Courtney. *Chloe on the Bright Side.*
Spinner, Cala. *Batman Is Kind.*
Tenney, Shawna. *Brunhilda’s Backwards Day.*
Tougas, Chris. *Dojo Daycare.*
Verde, Susan. *I am Peace: A Book of Mindfulness.*

**For Young Adults (fiction):**
Castellucci, Cecil. *Soupy Leaves Home.*
Castle, Jennifer. *Together at Midnight.*
Feinstein, John. *Backfield Boys.*
Kemmerer, Brigid. *Letters to the Lost.*
Paulsen, Gary. *Fishbone’s Song.*
Sonnenblick, Jordan. *The Secret Sheriff of Sixth Grade.*
Stone, Nic. *Dear Martin.*

**DVDs:**
*Let’s Learn: Kindness*
*Start Smart: How to Fight Fair*
*Stick and Stone- And More Anti-Bullying Stories*
*Time for Manners*